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Aside the scientific, technical and financial aspects managed by the “Project Management” Work Package (WP1),
the great challenge and more time consuming task of this WP has surely been the definition and application of
some strategic guidelines crucial to trace the project right path to its final success and for the project outcome
sustainability after month 36. In particular, given that one of the main objectives of MED-SUV is that to be
compliant with the GEO initiative, particularly concerning the data sharing, great efforts have been made by WP1
at first to define the MED-SUV Data Policy Guidelines, and currently to make it suitable for the EU Supersites.
At present, WP1 is also dealing with the exploitation of the achieved foreground among the project’s participant
and to define a Memorandum of Understanding to sustain the monitoring systems and e-infrastructure developed
in the project framework. Whilst the Data Policy guidelines document was implemented in the first year of MEDSUV, WP1 is now focused on the last deliverable ‘Strategic and Legal deliverables’, which includes the remaining
issues. To the aim, WP1 has strategically separated the Exploitation of Foreground document preparation from the
Memorandum of Understanding definition. The Exploitation of Foreground process has regarded the identification
of Foreground, the exploitable results, the purpose of such Foreground, the collection of information from either the
scientific community of MED-SUV or industrial participants; to this aim WP1 circulated an ad hoc questionnaire
to put together information on (the) every kind of MED-SUV outcome, on their owners, on the kind of ownership
(single/joint), on the outcome exploitation, and on proposals for its sustainability. While the first information
will allow us to prepare the final Exploitation Agreement among the project’s participant, the information on
the exploitation of the outcome and likely sustainability proposals will contribute to the definition of the project
Memorandum of Understanding for the maintenance of the developed instrumentation and of the MED-SUV einfrastructure following the project end.

